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PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN LANGUAGE: A CASE STUDY OF ÌKÁRÀM 
 
 

Georgina O. Maduagwu 
 
Abstract  

Ìkáràm is an endangered dialect of Akpes language spoken in Àkókó North 
West Local Government Area of Ondo State, Nigeria. Both the people and 
the dialect are referred to as Ìkáràm. The purpose of this work is to examine 
some phonological processes obtainable in language, using Ìkáràm as a case 
study. This is done with a view to creating an awareness of Ìkáràm as a 
people and as a speech form (dialect). The phonological processes of 
labialization, palatalization, nasalization, vowel deletion and vowel 
sequence movements are examined and established for the Ìkáràm 
phonology. From a critical analysis of the phonemic status of nasality in 
Ìkáràm, it is established that nasality is only phonetic and not phonemic in 
Ìkáràm. 

 
 
Introduction 

Williamson (1982) suggested that Akpes be treated as a direct branch of the (new) Benue-
Congo (classification) because her relationship with Yoruboid is quite remote, (Bendor-Samuel, 1989: 
282), hence Akpes language is neither Yoruboid nor Edoid. However, Yoruba is now the language 
widely spoken in that community and a child could grow up there speaking flawless Yoruba and not 
understand Ìkáràm, hence, the urgent need for works like this study to forstall the extinction of 
Ìkáràm. Ìkáràm has twenty-three consonant phonemes /m, n, , ,  m, p, b, t, d, k, g, k p, g b, t, 
d, f, s, , x, h, j, w, l/ and seven vowel phonemes /i, e, , a, , o, u/. It has four types of syllable 
structure: CV, VCV, CVC and N. It has three level tonemes, namely High /H/ /    /, Low /L/  /     /  
and Mid /M/ / - /.        
 
Phonological Processes in Ìkáràm 

According to Schane (1973: 49) “when morphemes are combined to form words, the 
segments of neighbouring morphemes become juxtaposed and sometimes, undergo change… All such 
changes will be called Phonological processes”. Segments and morphemes are influenced or 
juxtaposed when they co-occur in the same environment. Phonological processes may be assimilatory, 
that is, a segment takes on features from a neighbouring segment or non-assimilatory. In Ìkáràm, both 
assimilatory and non-assimilatory processes occur.  
 
Assimilatory Processes 

These are the most natural and commonest phonological processes occurring in language. “In 
assimilatory processes, a segment takes on features from a neighbouring segment”,(Schane, 1973: 
49). Assimilation can either be progressive or regressive. Progressive assimilation is a hangover 
assimilation whereby the assimilatory influence of the conditioning segment moves forward since the 
assimilated segment follows the conditioning segment. In other words, V1 + V2 become V1 V1. 
Regressive assimilation is also called anticipatory assimilation. It is a process whereby the 
assimilating influence moves backwards since the assimilated segment precedes the conditioning 
segment. In other words, V1 + V2 become V2 V2 . Assimilation could also be partial or complete. In 
the partial one, for instance, the vowels within a particular grammatical construction acquire a feature 
from a dominant vowel. In the case of consonant assimilation, a feature like the place of articulation 
of the dominant consonant could be acquired or assimilated by the assimilated consonant. In complete 
assimilation however, all the features of the conditioning segment are acquired by the assimilated 
segment. The assimilatory processes in Ìkáràm include glide formation and nasalization. 
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Glide Formation 
In Ìkáràm, glide formation occurs. The CuV and CiV sequences are phonologically realized 

as CwV and CjV respectively. The CwV sequence is otherwise known as Labialisation while the CjV 
sequence is known as palatalization. 
 
Labialization 

Labialization is a secondary articulation which involves an additional lip-rounding to a 
hitherto unlabialized consonant. It is an instance of consonants assimilating vowel features. Thus, a 
CV becomes CwV. Examples of labialized consonants in Ìkáràm are given below: 

 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
         1a. /tum/   [twum]  ‘break’ 
 b. /àsùg/   [àswùg]   ‘ear’ 
 c. /òkùkù/   [òkwùkwù]  ‘cloud’ 
 d. /ìkárámù/  [ìkárámw(ù)]  ‘Ikaram’ as a people, a  

village or a speech form’ 
 
Palatalization 

Secondary articulations with the body of the tongue constitute an important type of consonant 
modification. Fairly common is palatalization where in addition to the primary constriction, there is a 
secondary narrowing of the body of the tongue at the palatal region. Consequently, palatalized 
consonants have characteristic ‘y’ or ‘i’ colouring. Schane (1973: 21). As a result, a CV becomes CjV. 
examples of palatalized segments in Ìkáràm are given below: 
 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
 2a. /idìà/   [idjìà]   ‘two’ 
 b. /bíì/   [bíjì]   ‘ask’ 
 c. /èfionù/   [èfjionù]  ‘beard’ 
 d. /dí/   [djí ]   ‘few’ 
 
Nasalization/Nasality 

Schane (1973: 21) observed that, one of the most common secondary vowel features is 
nasalization. In principle, any vowel can be nasalized. Nasalization is a process that occurs when an 
oral segment assimilates the nasal resonance of a nasal segment. It occurs during the production of a 
sound when the velum is lowered, so there is no velic closure and thereby, air passes out 
simultaneously through both the oral and nasal cavities. In Ìkàrám, all the seven vowels are 
nasalizable. Likewise, some consonants: Approximants, Trills and Fricatives are also nasalizable. 
 
Nasalization of Vowels 

In Ìkáràm, vowels become nasalized when they occur in a nasal environment(s). Examples of 
nasalized vowels are given below:  

 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
 3a. /muní/  [muni ]  ‘mould’ 
 b. /ìmùn/   [ìmun]   ‘name’ 
 c. /òrombó/  [òrombó]   ‘orange’ 
 d. /sám /   [sam ]   ‘sky’ 
 
Nasalization of Approximants, Trills and Fricatives 
 The phonetic consonant chart of Ìkáràm shows that the consonant phonemes /r/, /h/, /j/, and 
/w/ have their nasalized counterparts realized as [r ], [h], [ j ] and [w]. In Ìkáràm, the occurrence 
of these nasalized consonants (with the exception of [h], which shall be treated in the next sub-section 
of this work) is highly predictable since they occur in the environment of nasal or nasalized segments. 
Examples are given below: 
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 4a. [ r], a nasalized alveolar trill, as in 
  /eri/   [er i]  ‘elephant’ 
  
 b. [h], a nasalized glottal fricative, as in: 
  /ak hùn/  [ak hu] ‘bark’ 
  / hùn/  [ hun] ‘firewood’ 
  
 c. [ j], a nasalized palatal approximant, as in: 
  / k  ajèjin/  [ k  ajèjin]    ‘boat’ 
  /njébo/   [njébo]    ‘I saw them’ 
  
 d. [w], a nasalized labial-velar approximant, as in: 
  /nw /   [nw ]  ‘drink’ 
 
A Critical Analysis of Nasality in Ìkáràm 
In this sub-section, the following will be critically examined and analysed: 
i) The nasalized glottal fricative of Ìkáràm and 
ii) Phonemic status of nasality in Ìkáràm 
 
Nasalized Glottal Fricative in Ìkáràm 
Consider the following examples: 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
 5a. /ìhudì/   [ìhudì]   ‘dust’ 
  b. / h    [ h  ]   ‘neck’ 
 c. /ihugu/   [ihugu]   ‘ashes’ 
 d. /ìhàì/   [ìha i ]   ‘salt’ 
 
 One questions the origin or the causes of the nasality in the nasalized vowels /u/, / /, and / 
i/ since, abinisio, there is no nasal or nasalized segment(s) preceding or following them. These 
vowels with obscure nasal origin have in turn, nasalized the glottal fricative preceding them. There 
should therefore be factor(s) accounting for this nasality since it has been established that nasality is 
not phonemic in Ìkáràm (segments are only nasalized in the environments of nasals). Having faced 
with a similar puzzle in the phonological analysis of Ìyànì-Àkókó, a speech form that forms language 
cluster with Ibaram, Ìkàrám, Asè, all of Akpes classification, Ajao (2002) suggests that there are two 
possible solutions (to the above problem) examined below: 
 
i)  A Phonemic Nasalized Glottal Fricative /h/  

ii) An Underlying Phonemic Non-Segmental Nasal /N/ 
 
A phonemic nasal /h/ would account for the nasalized vowels, following a rule that /h/ nasalizes any 
following vowel. Hence examples 5a and b repeated below as: 
 5ai. /ìhudì/   [ìhudì]    ‘dust’ 
  bii. / h    [ h  ]    ‘neck’ 
 
 She further submitted that this suggested solution (i.e. a phonemic /h/) does not account for 
nasalized vowel [ i] in [ihai] ‘salt’ and further suggests an (underlying) phonemic non-segmental 
nasal as the best solution to the problem. 
 We, however, disagree with her opinion that a phonemic /h/ does not account for the 
nasalized vowel [ i] in Iyani-Akoko word [ihai] for salt, which coincidentally conveys the same 
meaning in Ìkàràm, the only difference being the tones each of the syllables of the same word 
[ihai ] bears in Ìkáràm. Our disagreement is based on the premises that the phonemic nasalized 
glottal fricative /h/ nasalizes the following vowel /a/  [a], then [a] nasalizes the following vowel 
/i/, then /i/  [i]. Hence, a phonemic nasal /h/ suffices as a solution to the puzzle. 
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An Underlying Phonemic Non-Segmental Nasal /N/ 
Consider the examples below: 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
 6a. /òkútí/   [òku ti]   ‘all’ 
 b. /àdá/   [àda ]   ‘bat’ 
 c. /eri/   [eri]   ‘elephant’ 
 
 One observes that, a phonemic nasal /h/ cannot account for nasality in the nasalized vowels. 
Here comes in to play, Ajao’s (2002:24) suggestion of a phonemic non-segmental /N/. Although, she 
postulates this theory in order to account for the nasalized [i] in Ìyànì-Àkókó word [ihai] ‘salt’, she 
suggests that, an underlying non-segmental nasal /N/ comes to play in the word final [i] of [ihai] 
‘salt’. 
We have explained why phonemic nasal /h/ accounts for the [i] in the word [ihai ] or [ihaì]. 
However, an (underlying) phonemic non-segmental nasal /N/ would best explain the nasality 
phenomenon in examples 6a to c above. She further explains that this ‘underlying’ or abstract ‘N’ 
nasalizes preceding vowels. Hence, in examples 6a through 6c, the derivations are as below: 
 7a1. òkúNti 
 b1. àdáN 

c1. eriN 
Vowel nasalization rule would apply to yield: 
 7a2. [òkúNti]  [òku ti]  ‘all’ 
 b2. [àdáN]   [àda ]  ‘bat’ 
 c2 [eriN]   [eri]  ‘elephant’ 
Finally as the underlying abstract nasal /N/ is not segmentally realized, the phonetic forms of the 
words would be: 
 7a3. [òkúNti]  [òku ti]  ‘all’ 
 b3. [àdáN]   [àda ]  ‘bat’ 
 c3 [eriN]   [eri]  ‘elephant’ 
 
Phonemic Status of Nasality in Ìkáràm 
Some examples in Ìkáràm, such as below: 
 8ai. /àdá/   [àda ]  ‘bat’ 
 aii /àdá/   [àdá]  ‘cutlass’ 
 
would make one take a further look into the phonemic status of nasality in the dialect, as it is clearly 
seen that in both words for ‘bat’ and ‘cutlass’, the only distinctive feature is nasality, hence, could 
nasality be phonemic? 
 It has been established that the environment of nasalized vowels in Ìkáràm is highly 
predictable, hence, they are phonetic and not phonemic. We, however, suggest that the Ìkáràm 
examples 8ai and 8aii presented above should not make one conclude that nasality (of vowel) is 
phonemic in the dialect. The reason is because the two words originated from Yoruba and nasality is 
phonemic in the Yoruba language. The following Yoruba examples portray the phonemic status of 
nasality in Yoruba language: 
 
  Phonemic form Phonetic form  Gloss 
 8bi /àrá/   [àrá]    ‘thunder’ 
 bii /àra /   [àra ]   ‘a type of cloth’ 
 ci /orí/   [orí]    ‘head’ 
 cii /ori /   [ori ]    ‘chewing stick’ 
 di / rí/   [rí]    ‘evidence’ 
 dii / ri /   [ri ]   ‘laughter’ 
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 Therefore, examples a(i) and a(ii) above should be treated as loan words (from Yoruba) to 
Ìkáràm or as remnants of Yoruba in the dialect as Ìkáràm people claim (from oral tradition) that 
historically, they migrated from Ilé-Ifè to their present abode, even though Ìkáràm is from a linguistic 
classification view point, neither Edoid nor Yoruboid. The above data (examples 5ai and aii) are 
hence not sufficient enough to establish a phonemic status for nasal vowels in Ìkáràm. 
 
Non-Assimilatory Processes 
 Non-assimilatory processes are also brought about by the actions of human speech organs. 
They could therefore be said not to be less natural than the assimilatory processes. An example of 
non-assimilatory processes in Ìkáràm is vowel deletion. Consider the vowel deletion examples below: 
 
 
 9a. [io] + [èkin]   [iekin]  ‘one house’ 
     V1   V2        V2 
  house   one   one house 
 
 b. [io] + [itènès]  [iiténès] ‘seven houses’ 
       V1   V2        V2 
  house   seven   seven houses 
 
In the above examples, V1 + V2  V2 , whereby V1 is deleted at the juxtaposition of  V1 and V2 at 
word boundary. 
 
Vowel Sequence 
Also, in Ìkáràm vowel sequences of diverse kinds occur. Examples are: 
 10. back to central, but restricted to only close and open and half-open  and open vowels 

as in: 
  a. /xuà/  [xuà]  ‘dig’ /u/ & /a/ 
  b. / ada/  [ ada]  ‘lick’ / / & /a/ 
 
 11. back and back vowels (but close and half-close only) as in: 
  a. /imúoda/  [imúoda] ‘smoke’ /u/ & /o/ 
  b. /mùò/   [mùò]  ‘extinguish’ /u/ & /o/ 
 
 12. front & front vowels: close and half-close, as in: 
  a. /tìèes/  [tìèes] ‘thick’  /i/ & /e/ 
  b. / bídei/  [ bídei] ‘right side’ /e/ & /i/ 
 
 13. front and front vowels: close and half-open, as in: 
  a. /kp ́í/   [kp ́i]  ‘other’  // & /i/ 
  b. /okúo ntodi/ [okúo ntodi] ‘all the houses’ /i/&// 
 
 14. back to front vowels: 
  This is the most common type of sequence of vowels in Ìkáràm as the opposite (front 

to back) is very rare. Examples: 
  a. /buì/  [buì]  ‘goat’ /u/ & /i/ 
  b. /iue/  [iue]  ‘millet’   /u/ & /e/ 
  c. /xòì/  [xòì]  ‘divide’ /o/ & /i/ 
  d. /ìbòì/  [ìbòì]  ‘breast’ /o/ & /i/ 
  e. /h ì/  [h ì]  ‘split’ / / & /i/ 
 
 From the data presented above, it is obvious that the vowel sequence in Ìkáràm tends to move 
from ‘back to central’, then ‘back to front’. The reverse of these two movement sequences i.e. ‘central 
to back’ or ‘front to back’ is rare in Ìkáràm dialect. 
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Summary and Conclusion 
 Generally, Ìkáràm forms a dialect cluster with Ibaram, Àkunnù, Asè, Ìyànì, Gèdegéde, Daja, 
Erusu and Efifa. It is a speech form spoken in Àkókó North West Local Government Area of Ondo 
State, Nigeria. Except that it is mentioned passively in literature, no detailed work has been done on it. 
The only related work discovered was “A Generative Phonology of Iyani”. Like Ìkáràm, Iyani is also 
a dialect cluster of Akpes. Ìkáràm has twenty three consonants and seven vowels. The phonological 
processes of labialization, palatalization, nasalization, vowel deletion and vowel sequence movements 
are examined and established for the Ìkáràm phonology. Furthermore, it is established that nasality in 
Ìkáràm is phonetic and not phonemic. 
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Appendix 

 
Conventions 
C - Consonant 
V - Vowel 
T - Tone bearing segment 
V 
       - High tone 
    - Low tone 
- - Mid tone 
/  / - Phonemic Representation 
[   ] - Phonetic Representation 
~ - Nasality 
→ - becomes  
/ - in the environment of 
V1 - final vowel before word boundary 
V2 - initial vowel after word boundary 
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